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you can also now view your active cue points in the waveform view. you can also hide them in the timeline view with the "h/v cues" button.
in the timeline view, you can see the duration of the cue, plus the quantization level. you can double-click to edit the length of the cue point
on a song, and you can also adjust individual lengths for individual tracks. if you have the steinberg content library, you can select a song
and an instrument, drag-and-drop it onto the waveform or the new 'logic view' view, and it will appear there. it appears as a waveform,
waveform view and audio view at the same time. flexible modeling capabilities are built-in to cubase's multi-track editing environment,

including compression, limiting, eq, and reverb. if you mix in a little bit of compression, your tracks won't sound like they're rolling around a
black hole; instead, your mixes will come off sounding pretty darn good. cubase is a native 64-bit application, making it possible to

incorporate more cpu and memory. it's also optimized for faster loading, faster start up, and should load faster in the future. the overall
audio quality in cubase is pretty darn good, but if you're tweaking too much, it's easy to blow up your audio tracks. cubase's new event editor

offers a full 80-character character count, which will let you track and record a lot of text, including the standard hyperlyrics, and you can
display lyrics in the "lyrics & playlist" section of the song editor. there's also an inline visual editor with word wrapping and dashing, and the

software can automatically replace your text with the correct lyrics when you play them back.
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one thing i like about
steinberg's

audiodesk program,
which works like a

sequencer, is that, if
you make a mistake,
you can undo it. the

same is true for
cubase. when you

make a mistake, you
can undo it and, if

you're feeling lucky,
redo it. cubase also

offers a flexible
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snapshot feature
and the option to

play back samples at
different sample

rates. finally, if you
really get stuck,
cubase offers an

instant, voice-driven
walkthrough of the
various functions. i
found that after just
a little tweaking, i
was able to make

some decent-
sounding beats from
simple acoustic and
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electronic samples.
there's a bit of a
learning curve to

cubase, but it's not
hard to get a handle

on. its extensive
plug-in library makes
it an excellent daw
for any musician or
aspiring producer

who's serious about
making music. the

only major downside
to cubase is that it
doesn't sound as

good as other daws
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such as protools or
logic. but if you're

looking for a
production-ready

daw, you won't find
a better one for the
price. cubase and its
various editions are
available for mac
and pc and run as

standalone software
or as a plug-in for

your favorite audio
editing program.
steinberg wisely

included the cubase
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creative suite, which
comes with cubase
and a bundle of all
the plug-ins you

need to run audio,
midi, and video

production. you can
also get all the plug-

ins individually,
although the

creative suite comes
in a bundle. and

steinberg offers a
full 30-day, no-risk
trial for its apps. if

you prefer to spend
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your time in the
digital domain, you
can save your audio

projects and
instruments as
native cubase

sessions, which can
then be imported to
your preferred daw
or directly to your

hard drive. cubase's
drag-and-drop file

and playlist
management make
it easy to work on

multiple projects at
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once. you can also
import files in the

wave and mp3
formats, and

steinberg has an
online service that

helps you to convert
files from one format
to another. you can
also import audio

sessions created in
steinberg's free

cubasis app, which is
available for ios and

android devices.
5ec8ef588b
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